
Make a nature
journal to observe

animals. 

Identify the
insects outside
with this field

guide.

Learn how to
make a paintbrush
with nature's gifts. 

Learn how
harmful littering
is with Martha

Speaks!

Sort through trash
in this activity  to
learn what can be

recycled.

Watch this clip to
discover ways to

reduce food waste.

Follow a soda can's
journey to the

ocean. 

Go on this
nighttime

adventure through
a corn maze with
Buster and DW! 

Grow seedlings in
an egg carton for

your own personal
garden!

Go birdwatching
with DIY

binoculars.

Search for textured
treasures outside

with Ruff and Smooth
scavenger hunt! 

Explore the real
truth behind dirt

with Sid the Science
Kid.

Practice taking
action to improve

your world by playing
Arthur's Park.

Understand how
plants and animals
work together with

Elinor Wonders Why!

Make an ocean jar to
see the different

layers of the ocean.

Use nature's objects
as brushes and

stamps for this art
project.

Observe how the
sun's appearance
affects daylight

and night.

Make a backyard
soup with Elinor.

Learn how important
honeybees are to
the environment.

Make a book of
trees to discover
what trees are in
your backyard.

Create a park
explorer kit and
find unexpected
treasures in your

local park!

Watch how wind
moves with this

DIY Kite.

Happy Earth Day!
Celebrate Earth
Day Every Day

with these 6 tips.

Check out these 10
picture books that

encourages outdoor
exploration.

Explore the
outdoors today
with these easy

steps.

Here's a fun
Earth Day

coloring page!

Explore nature
with your five
senses today! 

Help the
environment by

making your
own paper.

Make this reusable
clothing bag to use

on your next
shopping trip.

Recycle bottle
caps for a

sunny portrait.
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